Background: HIV-infected (HIV+) donor organs can be transplanted into HIV+ recipi-
| INTRODUCTION
The prevalence of end-stage organ disease is increasing among HIVinfected (HIV+) individuals. [1] [2] [3] [4] Outcomes with organ transplantation among HIV+ recipients (HIV R+) are excellent [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] ; however, mortality on the waitlist is disproportionately higher in HIV+ transplant candidates compared to those who are HIV-uninfected (HIV−). [12] [13] [14] [15] Using organs from HIV+ donors (HIV D+) for HIV+ transplant candidates could address this disparity. In South Africa, 27 cases of HIV D+/R+ kidney transplants have been reported with good early outcomes. 16, 17 In the USA, HIV D+/R+ transplantation is now legal, under research protocols, 18 as a result of the HIV Organ Policy Equity (HOPE) Act. 19 Based on a national registry study 20 and a retrospective study of HIV clinics in Philadelphia, 21 the size of the medically eligible national HIV D+ pool has been estimated to be between 300 and 600 annually.
However, the number of HIV D+ referrals is likely to be much higher, as many donors will not be deemed suitable for organ recovery, due to donor age, organ quality, and/or HIV-related factors. Additionally, potential HIV D+ referrals might not be pursued further due to barriers including lack of brain death testing for potential donors and lack of knowledge about the safety and feasibility of HIV+ organ recovery at the donor hospital or organ procurement organization (OPO)
level. Understanding the total number of HIV D+ referrals is critical for HOPE Act implementation and for targeting OPOs that would benefit from additional support and training. 
| Exact records and estimates of HIV D+ referrals
OPOs were asked if responses of HIV+ donor referrals and discovered cases were based on quantitative reports (exact records) or estimates.
In the cases of estimates, respondents were asked to characterize the estimates as accurate or inaccurate. If OPOs provided a range of HIV D+ referrals, the midpoint of this range was used as the estimate. If
OPOs provided an exact number of referrals over a range of years, the number of referrals was divided by the number of years to provide an average annual estimate.
| Prevalent HIV cases in OPO donation service areas
The most recent CDC HIV prevalence data for each state were obtained from the CDC 2015 HIV/AIDS surveillance report. 22 We calculated the number of cases of HIV within each county using the state HIV prevalence and the proportion of the state population within each county. To calculate cases of HIV within each OPO, we added the total number of HIV cases in all counties within the OPO's donation service area. 
| Estimating the national HIV+ deceased donor pool

| Statistical analysis and maps
All statistical analyses were performed using STATA 14 (StataCorp, College Station, TX, USA). Maps were plotted using ArcGIS Pro 2.0 (Environmental Systems Research Institute, Redlands, CA, USA).
We calculated Spearman's rank correlation coefficient to determine whether the number of exact HIV D+ referrals correlated geographically with prevalent HIV cases.
| RESULTS
| Survey data
Of 58 
| OPOs with exact HIV D+ referral data
The 27 
| OPOs with estimates of HIV D+ referrals
The 17 
| Estimate of national HIV D+ pool
| D+ referrals and prevalent HIV cases
Exact HIV D+ referrals per OPO donation service area were correlated geographically with the number of prevalent HIV cases per OPO donation service area (Spearman's rank correlation coefficient = 0.66; P < .001) (Figure 2 ). 21 In these studies, up to 65% of HIV+ individuals who died were considered to be medically ineligible for kidney or liver donation due to age, history of malignancy, and/or poorly controlled HIV infection.
| DISCUSSION
Our study projected the number of HIV D+ referrals, but cannot determine how many of these referrals would have proceeded 
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